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Everyone wanted to go to the ball. Everyone wanted
everything. And somewhere in London, the city that was
once the capital of the world, two very different groups
of people conspired to bring the ball to them: the Plotters
and Poseurs. The New Right and the New Romantics.1
One of the constitutive moments of English/British pop of the early 1980s was its relationship 1
with the New Romantic (queer) imagination and Thatcherism. This imagination was embodied
in two early 1980s British pop phenomena: New Pop – shiny, visual and commercial synthbased pop music – and its globally succesful form, the Second British Invasion, in the US media.
As Stan Hawkins has suggested, happenings in British pop were then matched by a
schizophrenic response to Thatcherism, ‘with a move towards style culture. In fact, the
gendered ambiguity of the New Romantics and the Mod revival provided a critique of
Thatcher’s vision of Britain, as well as pandering to elitism and materialistic gain.’2
In this article I will ask how the supposed stylishness, elitism and lavishness of English pop – 2
both in its dandyist performances and new cosmopolitan demi-mondeness – celebrated the
new dawn of postmodern/1980s identity politics. In order to do so I will discuss the ambivalent
manner in which the movement paved the way for the early cultural milieu of Thatcherite
individualism and personality but also reflected and criticised the very same goals. This 1980s
cult of personality was especially present in the gay/queer politics of the era, often
controversially performed in the context of the star machinery of the New Pop. In connection
to this, I will ask whether the New Romantic movement was an ambiguous (queer) celebration
of the Thatcherite milieu: did it succeed in subverting its inherent (neo)-conservative basis or
did it, instead, create a typically postmodern smorgasbord of fashionable chic – whatever its
merits in propagating sexual politics of the era – only too quickly to be consumed by the same
consumerist machine it criticised?
David Bowie and ‘half English’ British soul boys
Already during the 1970s, the emerging neoconservatism was apparently a reaction towards 3
the 1960s sexual permissiviness and its various displays of blurring differences between male
and female sexuality: ‘pop being an ideal stage for depicting gender in quite extraordinary
ways, often driving home the arbitrariness of sexual categorization’.3 In the history of (male)
pop stardom, especially 1970s Britain had tested the limits of gender-bending and androgyny.
Therefore, the New Romantic movement – and the most succesful bands (Human League,

Culture Club, Eurythmics, Dead or Alive) born from its subculture – was the logical step in the
long line of the gender experiments practised in the post-war British youth/pop culture.4 Thus
the New Pop related British soul-boy movement of the 1970s had initially expressed the
political dimensions of oppositional youth-culture, much in the style of punk, but it quickly
turned into more complex notions of pop/rock values, thus ambiguously reflecting this history
of gender-bending and, later, disclosing its associations with the experience of the new
Thatcherite marketplace, Americanisation and British popular culture of the 1980s. The
Northern soul scene and the mid-1970s East London Soul Culture, ’apparently, were (also) the
”true roots” of punk’5, and their provincial/working-class disco aesthetics paved the way for
the larger 1980s British Soul Boy Culture.
But the stylistic notion of the white British soul boy was originally constructed by David Bowie 4
in his album Young Americans (1975), 6 the record seeming to work as the blueprint for the
whole genre, at the same time paraphrasing Colin MacInnes’s utopian promise of young
England being half English and the other half being young American, ‘stylised, slick, expensive
and fake, simultaneously nostalgic and forward looking’7 – much like the cultural ethos of the
Thatcherite 1980s. 8 The front cover photo of the album emulated Bowie as the icon who
embraced the glamour-androgyny imaginary of a certain period of Hollywood female stardom
– mostly associated with stars like Marlene Dietrich and Lauren Bacall – and coming ’across
like a young and androgynous Katharine Hepburn’.9 For Bowie, this was very much an act of
taking the (subversive) sexual referencing of glam rock androgyny a step further and creating
a blueprint for the White Soul Boy movement in London clubland: ’out went the stack heels
and in baggy suits’ and even old glam era Bowie favourites like ‘Changes’ (1971) wailed like a
soul man, ‘Aladdin Sane’ (1973) swung with a Latin beat, while ‘All the Young Dudes’ (1974)
sounded like a Stax-session highlight.’ 10 In return, this transatlantic musical package was
christened by Bowie as plastic soul.
Bowie’s prophetic élan thus preceded both the 1980s style/image culture and its white soul 5
boy scene: the politics of authenticity and the peculiar mixture of futurism and nostalgia –
emphasised in the early 1980s patriotic crusade of the Second British Invasion to US – that the
Swinging 1960s Britain had reconstructed itself for a new decade. This nationalistic ’brouhaha’
was most often related to the political and cultural climate of early 1980s Britain: patriotic
euphoria created around the Falklands War (1983) and the earlier triumphs of films like
Chariots of Fire (Hugh Hudson, 1981), the Royal Wedding of Charles and Diana – also in 1981
– and the emerging neoconservative patriotism elevated by the new Thatcher government and
even the Thatcher persona itself.11
The (Short) History of Pop-Queering and its (Thatcherite) Puritan Antidote
Although the new pop and its subsequent forms of dance-oriented pop was quite often – and 6
sometimes misleadingly – seen as the passport to the (imaginary) flashy life exemplified by the
new consumerism, Thatcherite and yuppie ideas of streamlining the English post-war life, it
also managed to criticise this environment. By the provocative and outrageous bricolage of
punk – including rubber fetish sex clothes and safety pins – and because of the century long
Baudelairean temperament in Western culture and its dandyist-decadent aesthetics,
subversive tactics had denounced ‘the utilitarian aspirations of bourgeois [and] concentrated
on the sensory surfaces of performance’. Thus, these aesthetics created ’the theatricalized
social space of a post-war British context, where performance practices have steadily altered

and developed over time’.12 In the case of early 1980s Thatcherite Britain, the New Romantics
represented the paradigm of this development, in which an epochal turn in culture disclosed
dandyism coming into existence in the period of transition.
Appearing in between the last gasp of Labourism and the full flush of Thatcher, New
Romantic defied easy description precisely because it represented a turning point.
Between rock and dance, live music and DJs, venues and clubs. Between music as music
and music as celebrity. Between authenticity and artifice. Between the calculated
rebelliousness of punk and the calculated career moves of the new British pop
bands…13
Apart from the New Romantics, many British male stars of the 1980s – for instance Morrissey
– continually renegotiated these understandings, quite often as an antidote to the mainstream
popular culture dictating ‘a space of affluence, heterosexuality and homogeneity’. 14 The
various levels of queering and gender-bending practised since the days of Elvis Presley, the
Beatles and the Kinks – and experienced especially during the so called glam rock era of the
early 1970s – had still quite often avoided direct references targeted against heteronormality
in pop/rock. The coy and clumsy references to the notion of queer, as represented by songs
like Barbarians’ ‘Are You a Boy or Are You a Girl’ (1965), had also been partly an attack against
the appeal of The Beatles and their mop-top-haircut with its implicit sissiness and a dress-code
offering a highly refreshing alternative to the traditional masculinity of fashions in America.15
It can be argued that the song also reflected on the fragile social climate of the period,
especially the gender confusion created by the British Invasion bands (‘You are either a girl/or
you come from Liverpool’) in the rapidly rising counter-cultural atmosphere, also questioning
the traditional gender codes.
In the same way, the high-pitched falsetto singing of American doo-wop, pop star Lou Christie 7
(1943–)16 and The Four Seasons’ Frankie Valli (1934–) – teetering on the edge of risqué and
euphoric sexual (homo)erotic tension – and Andy Warhol’s celebrity stars challenging notions
of gender moved the British Invasion notion of gender even further. However, the
connotational uses of the word punk – referring among its many meanings to a homosexual17
– and punk-related counter-culture intensified also the dimensions of gay-political sloganizing.
For example, Tom Robinson’s single ‘Glad To Be Gay’ (1978) was connected to the gayliberational activities both in New York and London’s musical scenes,18 subsequently leading
to the overtly political gay-pop produced in the 1980s dance culture: groups like Bronski Beat
and The Communards.19 Earlier, the Bowie-influenced queerness had produced shock-tactics
favouring ‘outer space’ glam stars, like American Jobriath (1946–1983) 20 or German-born
opera singer Klaus Nomi (1944–1984)21, who became ’founding fathers’ of the 1980s more artoriented New Wave scene. Because of their alien and otherwordly decadent charisma, present
both in their images and personal histories, they not only represented the earliest openly gay
pop stars but also peculiar ways of dandyism, in which the male star body and image is genderbended via the presentation of outrageous and even aggressive queering linked to fragile and
coy male vulnerability. For example, both stars were often represented as doll-like automaton
figures or alien Pierrots resembling inhuman toys from another planet – like the character of
Pris (Daryl Hannah) from Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982).22

Although punk’s and glam rock’s flirting with decadence and seedy androgynous glamour 8
opened up new vistas for century-old queering tactics in (popular) culture, Jobriath and Klaus
Nomi can be perceived as the most radical stars of the gender-bending 1970s who fully
exploited the imaginary arsenal of queering. In the larger historical frame, the whole dynamics
between dandyism and queerness can be related to Wildean subjectivity and gender
positionality: the word ’dandy [being] synonymous with something unsettling and
repelling…closely affiliated to “homosexual”, a mid-nineteenth century discriminatory
construct, [and] the “queer”, emerging “as a species that bypassed the ontological categories
of normality”’.23 Therefore the ideological basis of Wildean queering – a ‘vaguely disconcerting
nexus of effeminacy, leisure, idleness, immorality, luxury, insouciance, decadence and
aestheticism’24 – could be compared to the ideological basis of Thatcherism. Its need to return
to (supposedly) 19th-century ‘virtues of thrift, enterprise and family values’25 can be, in this
context, seen as the ultimate puritan antithesis represented by the neoconservative revolution
to the pop queer of the 1980s.26
It is thus interesting to follow Margaret Thatcher’s personal relationship with gender politics 9
and the (de)criminalisation of homosexuality – separated from her (questionable) merits as an
established feminist icon due to her becoming the first female Prime Minister in Britain. As a
Member of Parliament in the late 1960s, Thatcher was one of the few Conservatives to vote
for the decriminalization of homosexuality in 1967.27 However, during her career she was not
much interested in commenting on or supporting gender issues, feminist causes or the rights
of women.28 Quite the contrary, Thatcher’s ‘extraordinariness’ in terms of these issues soon
disclosed itself in the form of praising Victorian values and patriarchal domestic life.29 Things
proved to be even worse when Conservatives started their cultural war in the mid-1980s,
blaming the 1960s liberalism, egalitarianism and (sexual) permissiveness for the societal
problems of contemporary Britain. At the beginning of Thatcher’s third term, in 1988, the
Thatcher government legislated Britain’s first new anti-gay law in 100 years: Section 28 of the
Local Government Act 1988, which forbade promotion of gay-politics by local authorities and
schools from teaching the acceptability of homosexuality as a ‘pretended family relationship’.
As New Musical Express then noticed, this could have conceivably led ‘to the banning of
concerts by “out” gay pop stars like The Communards, Boy George and Andy Bell of Erasure
[or] stop radio stations which are partly local authority-funded from playing records by gay
people or which deal with gay people (Sting’s single ‘Englishman in New York’ [1988], about
Quentin Crisp, for example)’.30
One can only speculate about the change in Thatcher’s thinking on these issues during these 10
twenty years, when at the 1987 Conservative party conference she scornfully laughed at
people who defended the right to be gay, insinuating that there was no such right. Under her
rule, violence towards non-heterosexuals increased, and gay men were widely demonized and
scapegoated for the AIDS pandemic: on the contrary, attempts to ‘repress homosexuality had
wound up only giving the subject more visibility, “promoting” it more strongly than the “loony
Left” councils ever had’. 31 Section 28 instilled panic and propagated the populist and
sensasionalist ideas that the sexual liberation of the 1960s was the cause of the widening moral
depravity exemplified by licentious life in gay culture.32
London is the place to be: Blitz, New Romantics and Bowie’s Children

However, until Margaret Thatcher questioned the post-war consensus, the liberal idea of the 11
1960s was perceived as reflecting the progressive development of British society. From Harold
MacMillan’s Conservative government (1957–1963) to the rule of Thatcher in the 1980s, the
idea of modernity in Britain was very much linked to the promise of affluence generated
through technological progress and consumption. 33 Already from the early 1960s, British
society was threatened by the transatlantic and cosmopolitan flow of the ‘new, hustling
managerial style in the record industry [and] frequently notorious business practices’ – later
to be eulogised by the Thatcherite philosophy – often centred around the idea of London as
’the central symbol of fashionable, metropolitan, British culture’.34 This new cosmopolitan
modernity was embodied in select clubs like the Scotch of St James, the Ad Lib, the
Cromwellian and the glitterati of models, fashion designers, hairstylists and photographers.
However illusory and restricted this image was of a supposedly classless breed of ‘New
Aristocrats’,35 it preceded the New Romantic version of Swinging London as the capital of the
fashionable cognoscenti and style elite, in the same way as it had provided the narcissistic
environs for the lunch time mod culture of Swinging London’s ‘noonday underground’.36
Therefore 1960s Swinging London, and its diluted 1970s tourist version, was a test lab for the 12
entrepreneurial milieu of the early 1980s: the history of London clublife and its punk
regeneration37 formed the basis for the early 1980s second Swinging London activity – not only
as the new version of the 1960s counter-cultural ideal but also as the new Thatcherite
marketplace ready to package the whole British pop idiom for global consumption. Bands like
Visage, Spandau Ballet and Culture Club exemplified the creation of the futurist London club
The Blitz, a queer space linked to longing for the imaginary places of Swinging London, Europe’s
mystical cities full of doomed romance and inspiration spawned by the otherness of the place.
Spaces like The Blitz club, fascination with a Swinging London and the decadent/arty heritage
of Europe created the basis for queering tactics in New Pop, subsequently and frequently
revisited in the iconography of (British) pop music.
The very naming of the place as Blitz was a provocative way to address the spirit of the times: 13
because of the 1970s societal crisis in Britain – and emerging neoconservative political climate
– the need for the spirit of the Blitz was often mediated in public discourses. Therefore this
particular club on Great Queen Street – surrounded by the massive building of the
headquarters of London freemasonry and associated shops – was also ’decorated in homage
to the Second World War, with murals of St Paul’s wreathed in smoke and fighter planes
soaring overhead’.38 Occasional tinted photographs of Winston Churchill – smoking his cigar
and observing the innocent clubbers who dared not to be spoken about during Winston’s
lifetime – were nailed to the walls of Blitz. In contrast to this, Blitz club night was a riot of
colour, extravagant costumes and sexually risqué queer performing with the continuing seedy
pulse of the latest dystopian synth-pop tunes and continental club faves coming from the
loudspeakers: something like the scene from Federico Fellini’s Satyricon (1969) – a
metaphorical pageant of 1960s libidinal excess and its darker undercurrents – set in the final
days of Imperial Rome as an adaptation of Petronius’ Trimalchio’s Feast. Soft Cell, one of the
contemporary synth duos, even set their music video Tainted Love (1981) in the imaginary
Edwardian garden party in which young Caligula (played by the singer Marc Almond) provoked
the decent English guests – much as the interior of Blitz was meant to annoy the rising
neoconservative mentality centred around the spirit of the Blitz.39 Therefore, the whole new
range of ambiguous gender-politics and camp was paving the way for the pop-revolution of

the 1980s, which often challenged the growing conformity of Thatcherite Middle England
values.40
The juxtaposing of Fellini’s Satyricon with the Swinging Sixties instantly awakens images of 14
gender-bending, debauchery and unlimited partying in flamboyant and dream-like settings,
much like David Bowie’s and Bryan Ferry’s extravagant and provocative queering of British
maleness, class and dandyism41 in the 1970s, also preoccupied decadent aesthetics, including
its darker fascination with fascist imagery, subversiveness and totalitarianism. The continuing
fascination with Nazism in British culture42 and the fear of losing identity, of alienation and
totalitarian dehumanization of an emergent Euro-state/Thatcherite Britain was confronted
with the escape represented by various versions of demi-mondé dandyism, from the role-play
of Scarlet Pimpernel and the Weimar dandy to the New Romantic fascination with both streetculture Zoot Suits and English upper class neo-romantic imaginary of the 1940s. 43 In this
context, the ambivalence of the aspirational imagery of a white soul boy world was often more
than confusing. Along with their risqué art-school flirting with European decadence, for
example, Spandau Ballet’s name referred to Spandau Prison where Nazi Rudolf Hess was kept
as the only inmate in the late 1970s, connecting it to the experimental ambience of the early
1980s youth culture. 44 Spandau became the house band in the Blitz club, and was quickly
connected to the views of an economically active youth who created their careers by dressing,
photographing, staging and promoting the bands like Spandau Ballet. When it emerged that
Heaven 17 – the Sheffield group which formed a quasi-company British Electronic Foundation
and turned up for photo sessions in pinstripe executive suits, smart ties and briefcases45 – were
also leftist protesters, the distinction between subversion and celebration of Thatcherite
values became increasingly unclear.
Therefore, the 1980s style of British pop could be argued to have developed the 15
interdependence between the idea of Thatcherism, heritage culture and popentrepreneurialism. One of the themes of Thatcherism in relation to the new stylishness of
British pop music was pop-culture’s implicit and explicit links to ultra-individuality,
consumerism and success-by-any-means-tactics. The new princes of the music industry
created a pop world in which the glorification of style and consumerism, marketing philosophy
and their subversion through irony, sent the queer message that consumer desire, vulgar
materialism and stylistic excesses were now more than ever an integral part of pop/rock
culture.
But not only the post-war materialism, also the pre-rock’n’roll era of stylistic conservatism and 16
discreet fashions captured the attention of the new, more conservative generation: Young
Fogeys and Sloane Rangers. These new youth cults, which came almost exclusively from the
English upper-middle class and upper-class elites of certain London areas – Sloane Square,
Chelsea, Mayfair and Fitzrovia – admired Margaret Thatcher, High Anglicanism and writers like
P.G.Wodehouse and John Betjeman. These young people not only embraced the conservative
upper-class past over 1960s egalitarianism, but they were also the vanguard of the new
fascination with the traditions and heritage of British culture which celebrated a return to
riding and hunting and the various social rituals and etiquettes of past British elites,46 all of this
quite often strongly resonating with the neo-Victorian aspirations of Thatcherism and queering
of the conservative and historical imaginary.

The Second British Invasion, Reaganism and Subverting American Way of Life
While British heritage suddenly became hip and alluring, it is good to remember that the British 17
Invasions in America – the idea of music culture as an invading imperial force of Anglophilia47
– had from the beginning been manifestations of nostalgic references to the English cultural
past and stereotypes – along with their more fantastical elements in transatlantic popular
culture. This was quite often referenced in a fascination with Britishness – film musicals like
My Fair Lady (1964, dir. George Cukor) and cinema from Around the World in 80 Days (1956,
dir. Michael Anderson) to From Russia with Love (1963, dir. Terence Young) worked this way –
later to become a ‘mix of irreverence, satire and surrealism’48 in the style of the Beatles film A
Hard Day’s Night (1964, dir. Richard Lester). All of this was famously popularised by The
Beatles’ local accents and quirky attitudes – an increasing fashionable interest in different
kinds of English novelties in America: from gently ironic characteristics of wackiness to bowlerhatted and furled-umbrella Britishness. The image of the Swinging Sixties, with London as the
mythological city of the world’s youth and the British Invasion as the canonised crusade of
British pop, was to become a dominant model of pop-European style and fashion.49
Although these attitudes were often disclosed as simplistic in their understanding of the 18
dimensions and kaleidoscopic nature of modern Britain, this nature was even more mystified
by the transatlantic superstardom of the 1970s. An image especially performed by Elton John
and David Bowie – whose flamboyant and gender-bending identities opened a way towards
the next phase of British Invasion artists – also opened a path towards more queer
interpretations of English dandyism. In the case of Elton John, who also had a ‘love affair with
America, and particularly the mythic west’,50 queerness was quite easily associated with the
Las Vegas-type of flamboyant showbusiness. But when ’Jethro Tull’s Thick as a Brick made
number one in 1972, the fact that a band with a flutist as front man could achieve this feat’51
supposedly symbolised a more controversial idea of arty British queerness. This was especially
because of Ian Anderson’s preening and prancing as a medieval minstrel on stage. However,
the second (proper) invasion, happening around 1979–83 – most notably led by bands like
Culture Club and Human League – presented a new peculiar version of English art-school
theatrics, originally nurtured in the New Romantics-influenced London clubland, which
elevated the dandyism of British male popstardom to the level of global pop-stardom.
Following the Thatcherite neo-conservative revolution, the shift in the values of America to 19
the right and to the religious sentiments started in the early Reagan era, leading to the reemergence of a conservative lifestyle and way of thinking.52 The excesses of the 1960s and
especially the 1970s were regarded with derision, and in many ways, rock music was seen to
be one of such excesses. Especially the Reagan-sanctioned war on pornography and sexuality
heralded a new age of conservative politics within the nation,53 easily associated with the
androgynous and degenerate image of New Pop. Ambiguously, the queerness of new British
pop was related to the new image of Englishness, first innocuously associated with the glamour
of the Royal Wedding of Diana and Charles, but gradually connected to the queerness of a new
style of English performers who outrageously extended their gender-bending from the days of
Elton John or David Bowie. While the nation started to confront the effects of AIDS and a
growing cultural war, the 1980s witnessed other changes, including the advent of the personal
computer, a revolution in information technology, the creation of MTV and the rise of
postmodernism – all strengthening the future-oriented cultural shifts of the postwar era and

building platforms from which to launch the colourful invasion of new British pop stars and
discourses centred around them. However, as much as Thatcherism, these developments
created a conflict in American society that continues today, pitting cultural conservatism
against a secular and multicultural view of the world.
In many ways, both Reaganism and Thatcherism stood in harsh contrast to the world of the 20
British Invasion. Also, this invasion was seen as portraying a new kind of England: England as
the more aggressive force in consumer capitalism, music marketing and gender politics – most
notably recognised by the English subversiveness – which commented both on the influence
of punk in popular music culture and the early entrepreneurial circumstances of Thatcherite
Britain.
How did the 1960s British Invasion reconstruct itself for a new decade, and how was this 21
invasion seen in early 1980s Reaganite America as portraying new kind of England? First, the
politics of musical authenticity – often subverted and turned upside down in British punk and
post-punk – were taken into serious consideration by the American music press. Second,
fashion and consumerism were seen as heralding the entrepreneurial spirit of new England,
but also – along with gender-bending and sexual politics – propagating anti-rock or antiAmerican attitudes in their queerness.
Schaffner has argued that The British Invasion is not a single cohesive narrative, but a collection 23
of waves leading to the 1980s. 54 Musically, the first invasion went on to dominate AngloAmerican pop music with cover versions of black American R&B-songs, before aiming to target
mainstream white pop audiences, often – as a sad bonus – leading to the situation in the 1970s,
in which, according to Schaffner, ’many of the British Invasion’s survivors appeared to have
metamorphosed from teen-dream pinups-cum-countercultural prophets into jaded tax exiles,
trading in on past glories to join the international jet set and fill Hollywood gossip colums’.55
At the end of the 1970s, the American Top Forty was full of soft LA rock, disco or progressive 23
adult-oriented rock, in the style of Styx, Journey, Boston and Foreigner. The new British bands
were the antithesis of these: visual style, adventurous marketing and the help of MTV,
launched in US in 1981, all helped to market these bands as alternatives to the old guard of
1960s hippie-influenced rock. However, the most important musical feature in the Second
British Invasion was to repeat the musical appropriation of black American music by British
artists, and sell the American soul and funk back to (the above mentioned) mainstream
audiences, in a similar way as had been done with rhythm & blues in the 1960s. But, this time,
the black music was now reconstructed and anglicised by the British soul-boy movement, and
its political dimensions of oppositional youth-culture – led by the philosophy of punk – and
targeted against the superstardom of the 1970s.
This peculiar mixture of the politics of post-punk’s musical (in)authenticity emphasised the 24
ambiguous patriotic crusade of the Second British Invasion: as often as it exemplified American
consumerism and (imaginary) affluent America, it also stood in radical contrast to the domestic
mainstream America – embodied in the strict codes of American heteronormative values. An
illuminating example of this was when Boy George of Culture Club was invited to The Donahue
Show on 8 November 1984 and was attacked by television preacher Jerry Falwell who accused
him of making kids homosexual by playing them Culture Club pop records.56

While the invasion was spearheaded by bands like Culture Club, Duran Duran, Wham! and 25
Police – the last of these sanitising reggae for the white American market – it was followed by
a mixed bunch of British bands, from new wave acts like Dexy’s Midnight Runners and Madness
to more conventional teen acts like Kajagoogoo and A Flock of Seagulls. The apotheosis of this
cultural invasion was experienced in July 1983, when ‘eighteen of the top 40 US singles were
by British acts, breaking a record that had stood since the glory days of the British invasion in
the mid-1960s’.57 1983 was also the year of Margaret Thatcher’s second election victory –
embodied in summery singles like Spandau Ballet’s ‘True’ and Wham’s ‘Club Tropicana’58 – and
as much as the years of Harold Wilson’s Labour government was associated with The Beatles,
Swinging London and the British Invasion, Thatcher’s election victory was quickly associated
with the new British pop and the Second British Invasion.
In parallel with the political and cultural climate, the British music industry created a pop world 26
in which the glorification of style, consumerism and material excess resonated not only with
the pop-world and the aspirations of Thatcherism, but also with Liberacean Las Vegas-style
glamour. The dandyist snobbery (and elitism) – in the 1960s as a refreshing and exotic
ingredient of British Invasion pop – was gradually turning into distaste for British stylishness:
mostly because ‘it always had at least as much to do with fashion as with music’. 59 The
situation was not helped by the flow of such art school-inspired marketing and merchandising
gimmicks ‘as coloured vinyl, the picture disc, and the picture-sleeve single – soon to be
followed by six-inch singles, bonus flexidiscs’. 60 The artistic exploitation of rock’n’roll’s
collectability and the fascination with the non-musical elements of popular music culture
(fashion, adverts, music videos) in British pop gathered to saturation point through the 1980s,
leading to sardonic and cynical wonderment about what has been happening in British music
industry: ‘They come every year, every month, every week, every day, in beautiful packages
that look like avant-garde deodorant ads’.61 Also the often adopted extravagant dress, makeup and period clothes, modelled as ‘the eighteenth-century dandy highwayman, the Jacobite
highlander look of Spandau Ballet [and] the Victorian/Ruritanian toy soldiers of Visage and
Ultravox’,62 for example – not to forget Boy George’s drag performances when dressed as a
geisha girl or a fabricated orthodox Jew – were important features of synthesizer, MTV-friendly
bands, who sent the same, but ambiguous, message about the reality of early Thatcherite
Britain to a mixed response in the American media, often received as a queer provocation
made against homemade American rock.
From the point of view of suburban America, the first British Invasion was seen to represent 27
new permissiveness, which also included gentle and humorous flaunting of gender and sexual
stereotypes, often connected to the cultivation of a wide definition of style, typified in
comments like ’Whenever I would hear Mick Jagger speak on television he would have these
flamboyant, effeminate gestures. But I just thought that meant he was English.’63 Americans
also created their own mop-top versions of British foppery, centred on the combination of
mod, trad jazz and beat styles with Beatle haircuts, beatnik polo shirts and jazz beards. Bands
like The American Breed, The Buckinghams and especially The Beau Brummels followed the
trend. However, other ‘authentic’ early nineteenth century frock-coated musicians emerged
with counter-invasion-inspired wardrobes, like Paul Revere and the Raiders, who wore War of
Independence jackets and tricorn hats,64 and in their reaction to the British Invasion embodied
its cartoonish nature. 65 With their macho misogynism and R&B stomp – originating from

Pacific Northwest garage-band roots – the Raiders combined sissiness and a mildly queer
androgynous image with colourful American revolution uniforms and white trousers, easily
associated with the image of British Invasion forerunners the Kinks – an unashamedly unAmerican band, who parodied dandyist tendencies in English culture and its attitudes towards
sex and gender, often encoded through its name.66 This kinkiness of British Invasion bands was
often copied by American ones – called, for example, Beefeaters or Palace Guard67 – adding
an extra dangerous element to their image. Surprisingly, the copycat influence was quite rare
among the Second Invasion American bands, except glam metal ones like Twisted Sister, WASP
and Mötley Crüe. Apparently, they stole the invasion moment, exploited the shock-value of
the British acts’ troubling homoeroticism and offered besides androgyny also troubling aspects
of rock-misogyny – but also fostering ’greater perception of the conventionality of gender
roles, and thus [helping to] lead to greater participation in metal by women, and to debates
over gender stereotypes, masculinity, behaviour and access to power’.68
However, during the 1980s, English popstars’ homosexuality – ‘a token with considerable 28
shock value in Thatcher’s Great Britain’69 – was also met in Reagan’s America with hostility and
suspicion, which stripped away part of the British Invasion’s earlier cute flavour. Although Boy
George of Culture Club was often perceived as a ’chubby and cuddly’ version of the next teenpop idol produced by colourful British Invasion – ‘a cannily desexualized version of drag that
mixed a hint of edge with a heap of innocuousness’70 – his gender-bending tactics were also
seen as an outrageous cultural shock to corrupt American youth.71 While performing in Baton
Rouge on the 31st of October in 1984, he had to wear bulletproof vests because of lifethreatening calls and, according to Boy George himself, ‘there were hecklers in the crowd
holding up Bibles, shouting, “Devil’s spawn”, and “God hates queers”’.72
Conclusion
Both London clubland and the Second British Invasion produced the global image of British 29
pop in the 1980s, which also helped to maintain the stereotypical image of queerness of most
of the British popstardom from then on. However, this legacy was much contested during the
new lad-driven testosterone assault of 1990s Britpop.73 But as Hawkins has suggested, ‘in the
short space of one century, (Oscar) Wilde’s martyrdom would have made its mark, turning
queerness into an inclusive, positive signpost’. 74 If the gendered ambiguity of the New
Romantics and New Pop provided a critique of Thatcherism, it also provided a paradoxical
legacy, in which the 1980s queer politics and its dandyist performances in British pop created
an odd interdependence of these two things, later to be exploited and consumed in the
neoliberal market place. So, it can be speculated what would Wilde, or indeed Thatcher
herself, have thought about the particularly strange political/subcultural cult of young
Conservative homosexual men, who have during recent years elevated Margaret Thatcher to
the status of gay icon in UK?75
Today, when the roleplay of the New Romantics and the theatricalized space of music is part 30
of the mainstream entertainment industry, however much it appears to clash with Thatcher’s
image as a supporter of Victorian values and patriarchy, it also made her character seem to
embody something queer in its maternal and stern presentation as much as heroic and
glamourous in her ’political style’.76 But obviously this re-appropriation has created the new
league of ‘Thomas Colpepers’ in the form of young gay Conservatives – an aberration of

traditional conservatism, 1980s queer pop and even the early political efforts of the Gay
Liberation Front.77
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